We propose a novel way to train ranking models, such as recommender systems, that are both effective and efficient. Knowledge distillation (KD) was shown to be successful in image recognition to achieve both effectiveness and efficiency. We propose a KD technique for learning to rank problems, called ranking distillation (RD). Specifically, we train a smaller student model to learn to rank documents/items from both the training data and the supervision of a larger teacher model. The student model achieves a similar ranking performance to that of the large teacher model, but its smaller model size makes the online inference more efficient. RD is flexible because it is orthogonal to the choices of ranking models for the teacher and student. We address the challenges of RD for ranking problems. The experiments on public data sets and state-of-the-art recommendation models showed that RD achieves its design purposes: the student model learnt with RD has a model size less than half of the teacher model while achieving a ranking performance similar to the teacher model and much better than the student model learnt without RD.
Google and Yahoo; personalized item retrieval a.k.a recommender systems for Amazon and Netflix. The core in such systems is a ranking model for computing the relevance score of each (q, d) pair for future use, where q is the query (e.g., keywords for web page retrieval and user profile for recommender systems) and d is a document (e.g., a web page or item). The effectiveness of IR systems largely depends on how well the ranking model performs, whereas the efficiency determines how fast the systems will respond to user queries, a.k.a online inferences.
Since the 2009 Netflix Prize competition, it is increasingly realized that a simple linear model with few parameters cannot model the complex query-document (user-item) interaction properly, and latent factor models with numerous parameters are shown to have better effectiveness and good representation power [21] . Recently, with the great impact of neural networks on computer vision [17, 22] and natural language processing [19, 25] , a new branch of IR using neural networks has shown strong performances. As neural networks have incredible power to automatically capture features, recent works use neural networks to capture semantic representations for both queries and documents, relieving the manual feature engineering work required by other approaches. Several successful ranking models with neural networks have been investigated [14, 33, 35, 37] . However, the size of such models (in terms of the number of model parameters) increases by an order of magnitude or more than previous methods. While such models have better ranking performance by capturing more query-document interactions, they incur a larger latency at online inference phase when responding to user requests due to the larger model size.
Balancing effectiveness and efficiency has been a line of recent research [23, 34, 39, 41, 42] . Discrete hashing techniques [39, 40, 42] and binary coding of model parameters are suggested to speed up the calculation of the relevance score for a given (q,d) pair. Other works focus on database-related methods, such as pruning and indexing to speed-up retrieval of related items [23, 34] , using fast models for candidate generation and applying time-consuming models to the candidates for online inferences [9, 24] . These methods either lose much of effectiveness, due to the introduced model constraints, or cannot be easily extended to other models in most cases, due to the model-dependency nature. from the training set, and a smaller student model is then trained by minimizing two deviations: the deviation from the training set's ground-truth label distribution, and the deviation from the label distribution generated by the teacher model. Then the student model is used for making online inferences. Intuitively, the larger teacher model helps capture more information of the label distribution (for example, outputting a high probability for "tiger" images for a "cat" image query due to correlation), which is used as an additional supervision to the training of the student model. The student model trained with KD has an effectiveness comparable to that of the teacher model [1, 15, 20] and can make more efficient online inference due to its small model size.
Despite of this breakthrough in image recognition, it is not straightforward to apply KD to ranking models and ranking problems (e.g., recommendation). First, the existing KD is designed for classification problems, not for ranking problems. In ranking problems, the focus is on predicting the relative order of documents or items, instead of predicting a label or class as in classification. Second, KD requires computing the label distribution of documents for each query using both teacher and student models, which is feasible for image classification where there are a small number of labels, for example, no more than 1000 for the ImageNet data set; however, for ranking and recommendation problems, the total number of documents or items could be several orders of magnitudes larger, say millions, and computing the distribution for all documents or items for each training instance makes little sense, especially only the highly ranked documents or items near the top of the ranking will matter. We also want to point out that, for context sensitive recommendation, such as sequential recommendation, the items to be recommended usually depend on the user behaviors prior to the recommendation point (e.g., what she has viewed or purchased), and the set of contexts of a user is only known at the recommendation time. This feature requires recommender system to be strictly responsive and makes online inference efficiency particularly important.
Contributions
In this work, we study knowledge distillation for the learning to rank problem that is the core in recommender systems and many other IR systems. Our objective is achieving the ranking performance of a large model with the online inference efficiency of a small model. In particular, by fusing the idea of knowledge transfer and learning to rank, we propose a technique called ranking distillation (RD) to learn a compact ranking model that remains effective. The idea is shown in Figure 1b where a small student model is trained to learn to rank from two sources of information, i.e., the training set and the top-K documents for each query generated by a large well-trained teacher ranking model. With the large model size, the teacher model captures more ranking patterns from the training set and provides top-K ranked unlabeled documents as an extra training data for the student model. This makes RD differ from KD, as teacher model in KD only generate additional labels on existing data, while RD generate additional training data and labels from unlabeled data set. The student model benefits from the extra training data generated from the teacher, in addition to the data from usual training set, thus, inherits the strong ranking performance of the teacher, but is more efficient for online inferences thanks to its small model size.
We will examine several key issues of RD, i.e., the problem formulation, the representation of teacher's supervision, and the balance between the trust on the data from the training set and the data generated by the teacher model, and present our solutions. Extensive experiments on recommendation problems and real-world datasets show that the student model achieves a similar or better ranking performance compared to the teacher model while using less than half of model parameters. While the design goal of RD is retaining the teacher's effectiveness (while achieving the student's online inference efficiency), RD exceeds this expectation that the student sometime has a even better ranking performance than the teacher. Similar to KD, RD is orthogonal to the choices of student and teacher models by treating them as black-boxes. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to adopt the idea of knowledge distillation to large-scale ranking problems.
In the rest of the paper, we introduce background materials in Section 2, propose ranking distillation for ranking problems in Section 3, present experimental studies in Section 4, and discuss related work in Section 5. We finally conclude with a summary of this work and in Section 6.
BACKGROUNDS
We first review the learning to rank problem, then revisit the issues of effectiveness and efficiency in the problem, which serves to motivate our ranking distillation. Without loss of generality, we use the IR terms "query" q and "document" d in our discussion, but these terms can be replaced with "user profile" and "item" when applied to recommender systems.
Ranking from scratch
The learning to rank problem can be summarized as follows: Given a set of queries Q={q 1 ,· · · ,q | Q | } and a set of documents D={d 1 ,· · · ,d | D | }, we want to retrieve documents that are most relevant to a certain query. The degree of relevance for a query-document pair (q, d) is determined by a relevance score. Sometimes, for a single (q, d) pair, a relevance score y (q) d is labeled by human (or statistical results) as ground-truth, but the number of labeled (q, d) pairs is much smaller compared to the pairs with unknown labels. Such labels can be binary (i.e., relevant/non-relevant) or ordinal (i.e., very relevant/relevant/non-relevant). In order to rank documents for future queries with unknown relevance scores, we need a ranking model to predict their relevance scores. A ranking model M(q, d; θ ) =ŷ (q) d is defined by a set of model parameters θ and computes a relevance scoreŷ (q) d given the query q and document d. The model predicted document ranking is supervised by the human-labeled ground truth ranking. The optimal model parameter set θ * is obtained by minimizing a ranking-based loss function:
For simplicity, we focus on a single query q and omit the superscripts related to queries (i.e., y (q) d will becomes y d ). The ranking-based loss could be categorized as point-wise, pairwise, and list-wise. Since the first two are more widely adopted, we don't discuss list-wise loss in this work. The point-wise loss is widely used when relevance labels are binary [14, 33] . One typical point-wise loss is taking the negative logarithmic of the likelihood function:
where y d+ and y d− are the sets of relevant and non-relevant documents, respectively. We could use the logistic function σ (x) = 1/(1+ e −x ) and P(rel = 1|ŷ d ) = σ (ŷ d ) to transform a real-valued relevance score to the probability of a document being relevant (rel = 1). For ordinal relevance labels, pair-wise loss better models the partial order information:
where C is the set of document pairs {(d i , d j ) : y i ≻ y j } and the probability P(d i ≻ d j ) can be modeled using the logistic function P(d i ≻ d j |y i , y j ) = σ (y i − y j ).
Rethinking Effectiveness and Efficiency
We consider ranking models with latent factors or neural networks (a.k.a neural ranking models) instead of traditional models (e.g., SVM, tree-based models) for the following reasons. First, these models are well-studied recently for its capability to capture features from a latent space and are shown to be highly effective; indeed, neural ranking models are powerful for capturing rich semantics for queries and documents, which eliminates the tedious and ad-hoc feature extraction and engineering normally required in traditional models. Second, these models usually require many parameters and suffer from efficiency issue when making online inferences. Third, traditional models like SVM usually has convex guarantees and are trained through convex optimization. The objectives of latent factor models and neural networks are usually non-convex [8, 18] , which means that their training processes are more challenging and need more attentions. The goal of ranking models is predicting the rank of documents as accurately as possible near the top positions, through learning from human-labeled ground-truth document ranking. Typically, there are two ways to make a ranking model perform better at top positions: (1) By having a large model size, as long as it doesn't overfit the data, the model could better capture complex querydocument interaction patterns and has more predictive capability. Figure 2a shows that, when a ranking model has more parameters, it acquires more flexibility to fit the data and has a higher MAP, where the mean average precision (MAP) is more sensitive to the precision at top positions. (2) By having more training data, side information, human-defined rules etc., the model can be trained with more guidance and has less variance in gradients [15] . Figure 2b shows that, when more training instances are sampled from the underlying data distribution, a ranking model could achieve a better performance. However, each method has its limitations: method (1) surrenders efficiency for effectiveness whereas method (2) requires additional informative data, which is not always available or is expensive to obtain in practice.
RANKING DISTILLATION
In this section, we propose ranking distillation (RD) to address the dual goals of effectiveness and efficiency for ranking problems. To address the efficiency of online inference, we use a smaller ranking model so that we can rank documents for a given query more efficiently. To address the effectiveness issue without requiring more Research Track Paper KDD 2018, August 19-23, 2018, London, United Kingdom
Ground-truth Document Labels:
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.. = ( ) , + … -) Figure 3 : The learning paradigm with ranking distillation. We first train a teacher model and let it predict a top-K ranked list of unlabeled (unobserved) documents for a given query q. The student model is then supervised by both ground-truth ranking from the training data set and teacher model's top-K ranking on unlabeled documents.
training data, we introduce extra information generated from a well-trained teacher model and make the student model as effective as the teacher. Figure 3 shows the overview of ranking distillation. In the offline training phase (prior to any user query), similar to KD, first we train a large teacher model with a strong ranking performance on the training set. Then for each query, we use the well-trained teacher model to make predictions on unlabeled documents (green part in Figure 3 ) and use this extra information for learning the smaller student model. Since the teacher model is allowed to have many parameters, it captures more complex features for ranking and is much powerful, thus, its predictions on unlabeled documents could be used to provide extra information for the student model's training. The student model with fewer parameters is more efficient for online inference, and because of the extra information provided by the teacher model, the student model inherits the high ranking performance of the teacher model. Specifically, the offline training for student model with ranking distillation consists of two steps. First, we train a larger teacher model M T by minimizing a ranking-based loss with the groundtruth ranking from the training data set, as showed in Eqn (1) . With much more parameters in this model, it captures more patterns from data and thus has a strong performance. We compute the predicted relevance scores of the teacher model M T for unlabeled documents O = {d : y d = ∅} and get a top-K unlabeled document ranking π 1..K = (π 1 , . . . , π K ), where π r ∈ D is the r -th document in this ranking. Then, we train a smaller ranking model M S to minimize a ranking loss from the ground-truth ranking in the training data set, as well as a distillation loss with the exemplary top-K ranking on unlabeled document set π 1..k offered by its teacher M T . The overall loss to be minimized is as follows:
Overview
Hereŷ is the student model's predicted scores 1 . L R (, ) stands for the ranking-based objective as in Eqn (1). The distillation loss, denoted by L D (, ), uses teacher model's top-K ranking on unlabeled documents to guide the student model learning. α is the hyperparameter used for balancing these two losses. For a given query, the top documents ranked by the well-trained teacher can be regarded to have a strong correlation to this query, although they are not labeled in the training set. For example, if a user watches many action movies, the teacher's top-ranked documents may contain some other action movies as well as some adventure movies because they are correlated. In this sense, the proposed RD lets the teacher model teach its student to find the correlations and capture their patterns, thus, makes the student more generalizable and perform well on unseen data in the future. We use the top-K ranking from the teacher instead of the whole ranked list because the noisy ranking at lower positions tends to cause the student model to overfit its teacher and lose generalizability. Besides, only top positions are considered important for ranking problems. K is a hyper-parameter that represents the trust level on the teacher during teaching, i.e., how much we adopt from teacher.
The choice of the ranking loss L R (, ) follows from different models' preferences and we only focus on the second term L D (, ) in Eqn (4) . A question is how much we should trust teacher's top-K ranking, especially for a larger K. In the rest of the section, we consider this issue.
Incorporating Distillation Loss
We consider the point-wise ranking loss for binary relevance labels for performing distillation, we also tried the pair-wise loss and will discuss their pros and cons later. Similar to Eqn (2), we formalize distillation loss as:
where σ (·) is the sigmoid function and w r is the weight to be discussed later. There are several differences compared to Eqn (2) . First, in Eqn (5), we treat the top-K ranked documents from the teacher model as positive instances and there is no negative instance. Recall that KD causes the student model to output a higher probability for the label "tiger" when the ground-truth label is "cat" because their features captured by the teacher model are correlated. Along this line, we want the student model to rank higher for teacher's top-K ranked documents. As we mentioned above, for the given query, besides the ground-truth positive documents y + , teacher's top-K ranked unlabeled documents are also strongly correlated to this query. These correlations are captured by the well-trained powerful teacher model in the latent space when using latent factor model or neural networks.
However, as K increases, the relevance of the top-K ranked unlabeld documents becomes weaker. Following the work of learning Algorithm 1 Estimate Student's Ranking for π r Require: Student Model M S (q, d; θ S ), unlabeled document setŌ for a given query q and the hyper-parameter ε y π r ← M S (q, π r ; θ S ) Initialize n = 0 for t = 1, 2, ...ϵ do Sample a document d fromŌ without replacement
from noise labels [26] , we use a weighted sum over the loss on documents from π 1..K with weight w r on each position r from 1 to K. There are two straightforward choices for w r : w r = 1/r puts more emphasis on the top positions, whereas w r = 1/K weights each position equally. Such weightings are heuristic and pre-determined, may not be flexible enough to deal with general cases. Instead, we introduce two flexible weighting schemes, which were shown to be superior in our experimental studies.
3.2.1
Weighting by Position Importance. In this weighting scheme, we assume that the teacher predicted unlabeled documents at top positions are more correlated to the query and are more likely to the positive ground-truth documents, therefore, this weight w a should be inversely proportional to the rank:
where r is the rank range from 1 to K. As pointed out above, this scheme pre-determines the weight. Rendle et al [29] proposed an empirical weight for sampling a single position from a top-K ranking, following a geometric distribution: w a r = ρ(1 − ρ) r and ρ ∈ (0, 1).
Following their work, we use a parametrized geometric distribution for weighting the position importance:
where λ is the hyperparameter that controls the sharpness of the distribution, and is searched through the validation set. When λ is small, this scheme puts more emphasis on top positions, and when λ is large enough, the distribution becomes the uniform distribution. This parametrization is easy to implement and configurable to each kind of situation.
3.2.2
Weighting by Ranking Discrepancy. The weighting by position importance is static, meaning that the weight at the same position is fixed during training process. Our second scheme is dynamic that considers the discrepancy between the student-predicted rank and the teacher-predicted rank for a given unlabeled document, and uses it as another weight w b . This weighting scheme allows the training to gradually concentrate on the documents in teacher's top-K ranking that are not well-predicted by the student. The details are as follows. Figure 4 : An illustration of hybrid weighting scheme. We use K = 3 in this example.
Student Ranking
For the r -th document π r (r ∈ [1, K]) in teacher model's top-K ranking, the teacher-predicted ranking (i.e., r ) is known for us. But we know only the student predicted relevant scoreŷ π r instead of its rank without computing relevance scores for all documents. To get the student predicted rank for this document, we apply Weston et al [36] 's sequential sampling, and do it in a parallel manner [16] . As described in Algorithm 1, for the r -th document π r , if we want to know its rank in a list of N documents without computing the scores for all documents, we can randomly sample ϵ ∈ [1, N − 1] documents in this list and estimate the relative rank by n/ϵ, where n is the number of documents whose (student) scores are greater thanŷ π r . Then the estimated rank in the whole list iŝ r π r = n×(N −1) ϵ + 1. When ϵ goes larger, the estimated rank is more close to the actual rank.
After getting the estimated student's rankr π r for the r -th document π r in teacher's top-K ranking, the discrepancy between r andr is computed by
where tanh(·) is a rescaled logistic function tanh(x) = 2σ (2x)−1 that rescale the output range to [0, 1] when x > 0. The hyper-parameter µ ∈ R + is used to control the sharpness of the tanh function. Eqn (9) gives a dynamic weight: when the student predicted-rank of a document is close to its teacher, we think this document has been well-predicted and impose little loss on it (i.e., w b r ≈ 0); the rest concentrates on the documents (i.e., w b r ≈ 1) whose student predicted-rank is far from the teacher's rank. Note that the ranking discrepancy weight w b is computed for each document in π 1..K during training. So in practice, we choose ϵ ≪ |Ô| for training efficiency. While extra computation used to compute relevance scores for sampled ϵ documents, we still boost the whole offline training process. Because the dynamic weight allows the training to focus on the erroneous parts in the distillation loss.
Hybrid Weighting Scheme.
The hybrid weighting combines the weight w a by position importance, and the weight w b by ranking discrepancy:
Applied Invited Talk KDD 2018, August 19-23, 2018, London, United Kingdom illustrates the advantages of hybrid weighting over weighting only by position importance. Our experiments show that this hybrid weighting gives better results in general. In the actual implementation, since the estimated student ranking ofr π r is not accurate during the first few iterations, we use only w a during the first m iterations to warm up the model, and then use the hybrid weighting to make training focus on the erroneous parts in distillation loss. m should be determined via the validation set. In our experiments, m is usually set to more than half of the total training iterations.
Discussion
Under the paradigm of ranking distillation, for a certain query q, besides the labeled documents, we use a top-K ranking for unlabeled documents generated by a well-trained teacher ranking model M T as extra information to guide the training of the student ranking model M S with less parameters. During the student model training, we use a weighted point-wise ranking loss as the distillation loss and propose two types of flexible weighting schemes, i.e., w a and w b and propose an effective way to fusion them. For the hyperparameters (α, λ, µ, ϵ, K, m), they are dataset-dependent and are determined for each data set through the validation set. Two key factors for the success of ranking distillation are: (1) larger models are capable to capture the complex interaction patterns between queries and documents, thus, their predicted unlabeled documents at top positions are also strongly correlated with the given query and (2) student models with less parameters can learn from the extra-provided helpful information (top-K unlabeled documents in teacher's ranking) and boost their performances. We also tried to use a pair-wise distillation loss when learning from teacher's top-K ranking. Specifically, we use Eqn (3) for the distillation loss by taking the partial order in teacher's top-K ranking as objective. However, the results were disappointing. We found that if we use pair-wise distillation loss to place much focus on the partial order within teacher's ranking, it will produce both upward and downward gradients, making the training unstable and sometimes even fail to converge. However, our weighted point-wise distillation loss that only contains upward gradients doesn't suffer from this issue.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
We evaluate the performance of ranking distillation on two realworld data sets. The source code and processed data sets are publicly available online 2 .
Experimental Setup
Task Description. We use recommendation as our task for evaluating the performance of ranking distillation. In this problem, we 2 https://github.com/graytowne/rank_distill have a set of users U = {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u | U | } and a universe of items I = {i 1 , i 2 , · · · , i | I | }. For recommendation without context information, we can cache the recommendation list for each user 3 . However, for context-aware recommendation, we have to re-compute the recommendation list each time a user comes with a new context, so the online inference efficiency becomes important. The following sequential recommendation is one case of context-aware recommendation. Given a users u with her/his history sequence (i.e., past L interacted items) at time t, S (u,t ) = (S u t −1 , .., S u t −L ), where S u i ∈ I, the goal is to retrieve a list of items for this user that meets her/his future needs. In IR's terms, the query is the user profile (u, S (u,t ) ) at time t, and the document is the item. Note that whenever the user has a new behavior (e.g., watch a video/listen to a music), we have to re-compute the recommendation list as her/his context changes. We also wish to point out that, in general, ranking distillation can be applied to other learning to rank tasks, not just to recommendation. Datasets. We choose two real-world data sets in this work, as they contain numerous sequential signals and thus suitable for sequential recommendation [33] . Their statistics are described in Table 1 . Gowalla 4 was constructed by [7] and Foursquare was obtained from [38] . These data sets contain sequences of implicit feedbacks through user-venue check-ins. During the offline training phase, for a user u, we extract every 5 successive items (L = 5) from her sequence as S (u,t ) , and the immediately next item as the groundtruth. Following [33, 38] , we hold the first 70% of actions in each user's sequence as the training set and use the next 10% of actions as the validation set to search the optimal hyperparameter settings for all models. The remaining 20% actions in each user's sequence are used as the test set for evaluating a model's performance. Evaluation Metrics. As in [10, 27, 28, 37] , three different evaluation metrics used are Precision@n (Prec@n), nDCG@n, and Mean Average Precision (MAP). We set n ∈ {3, 5, 10}, as recommendations are top positions of rank lists are more important. To measure the online inference efficiency, we count the number of parameters in each model and report the wall time for making a recommendation list to every user based on her/his last 5 actions in the training data set. While training models efficiently is also important, training is done offline before the recommendation phase starts, and our focus is the online inference efficiency where the user is waiting for the responses from the system. Teacher/Student Models. We apply the proposed ranking distillation to two sequential recommendation models that have been shown to have strong performances:
• Fossil. Factorized Sequential Prediction with Item Similarity ModeLs (Fossil) [13] models sequential patterns and user 1) The performance of the models with ranking distillation, Fossil-RD and Caser-RD, always has statistically significant improvements over the student-only models, Fossil-S and Caser-S. ( 2) The performance of the models with ranking distillation, Fossil-RD and Caser-RD, has no significant degradation from that of the teacher models, Fossil-T and Caser-T. We use the one-tail t-test with significance level at 0.05. [33] incorporates the Convolutional Neural Network and latent factor model to learn sequential patterns as well as user preferences. It uses a point-wise ranking loss. To apply ranking distillation, we adopt as many parameters as possible for the teacher model to achieve a good performance on each data set. These well-trained teacher models are denoted by Fossil-T and Caser-T. We then use these models to teach smaller student models denoted by Fossil-RD and Caser-RD by minimizing the ranking distillation loss in Eqn (4). The model sizes of the student models are gradually increased until the models reach a comparable performance to their teachers. Fossil-S and Caser-S denote the student models trained with only ranking loss, i.e., without the help from the teacher. Note that the increasing in model sizes is achieved by using larger dimensions for embeddings, without any changes to the model structure.
Gowalla

Overall Results
The results of each method are summarized in Table 2 . We also included three non-sequential recommendation baselines: the popularity (in all users' sequences) based item recommendation (POP), the item based Collaborative Filtering 5 (ItemCF) [32] , and the Bayesian personalized ranking (BPR) [30] . Clearly, the performance of these non-sequential baselines is worse than that of the sequential recommenders, i.e., Fossil and Caser. The teacher models, i.e., Fossil-T and Caser-T, have a better performance than the student-only models, i.e., Fossil-S and Caser-S, indicating that a larger model size provides more flexibility to fit the complex data with more predictive power. The effectiveness of ranking distillation is manifested by the significantly better performance of Fossil-RD and Caser-RD compared to Fossil-S and Caser-S, and by the similar performance of Fossil-RD and Caser-RD compared to Fossil-T and Caser-T. In other words, thanks to the knowledge transfer of ranking distillation, we are able to learn a student model that has fewer parameters but similar performance as the teacher model. Surprisingly, student models with ranking distillation often have even better performance than their teachers. This finding is consistent with [20] and we will explain possible reasons in Section 4.3.
The online inference efficiency is measured by the model size ( number of model parameters) and is shown in Table 3 . Note that Fossil-S and Caser-S have the same model size as Fossil-RD and Caser-RD. All inferences were implemented using PyTorch with CUDA from GTX1070 GPU and Intel i7-6700K CPU. Fossil-RD and Caser-RD nearly half down the model size compared to their teacher models, Fossil-T and Caser-T. This reduction in model size is translated into a similar reduction in online inference time. In many practical applications, the data set is much larger than the data sets considered here in terms of the numbers of users and items; for example, Youtube could have 30 million active users per day and 1.3 billion of items 6 . For such large data sets, online inference could be more time-consuming and the reduction in model size has more privileges. Also, for models that are much more complicated than Fossil and Caser, the reduction in model size could yield a larger reduction in online inference time than reported here.
In conclusion, the findings in Table 2 and 3 together confirm that ranking distillation helps generate compact models with no or little compromise on effectiveness, and these advantages are independent of the choices of models.
Effects of Model Size and Distillation Loss
In this experiment, we study the impact of model size on the student model's performance (i.e., MAP). We consider only Caser because the results for Fossil are similar. Figure 5a shows the results. Caser-S and Caser-RD perform better when the model size goes up, but there is always a gap. Caser-RD reaches a similar performance to its teacher with the medium model size, which is about 50% of the teacher model size. Figure 5b shows the impact of ranking distillation on the student model's MAP iteration by iteration. We compare four models: Caser-T performs well at first but tends to get overfitted after about 60 iterations due to its large model size and the sparse recommendation data sets. In contrast, Caser-RD and Caser-S-RD, which have smaller model sizes, are more robust to overfitting issue, though their training is partially supervised by the teacher. This finding reveals another advantage of ranking distillation. Figure 6 shows the MAP for various balancing parameter α to explore models' performance when balancing ranking loss and distillation loss. For Gowalla data, the best performance is achieved when α is around 0.5. But for Foursquare data, the best performance is achieved when α is around 0.3, indicating too much concentrate on distillation loss leads to a bad performance. On both data sets, either discarding ranking loss or discarding distillation loss gives poor results. Table 4 shows the effects of the proposed weighting schemes in our ranking distillation. For the weight w r for r -th document in the teacher's top-K ranking, we used the equal weight (w r = 1/K) as the baseline and considered the weighting by position importance Applied Invited Talk KDD 2018, August 19-23, 2018, London, United Kingdom (w r = w a r ), the weighting by ranking discrepancy (w r = w b r ), and the hybrid weighting (w r ∝ w a r · w b r ). The equal weight performs the worst. The position importance weighting is much better, suggesting that within the teacher's top-K ranking, documents at top positions are more related to the positive ground truth. The ranking discrepancy weighting only doesn't give impressive results, but when used with the position importance weighting, the hybrid weighting yields the best results on both data sets.
Effects of Weighting Schemes
RELATED WORK
In this section, we compared our works with several related research areas. Knowledge Distillation Knowledge distillation has been used in image recognition [3, 15, 31] and neural machine translation [20] as a way to generate compact models. As pointed out in Introduction, it is not straightforward to apply KD to ranking models and new issues must be addressed. In the context of ranking problems, the most relevant work is [6] , which uses knowledge distillation for image retrieval. This method applies the sampling technique to rank a sample of the image from all data each time. In general, training on a sample works if the sample shares similar patterns with the rest of data through some content information, such as image contents in the case of [6] . But this technique is not applicable to training a recommender model when items and users are represented by IDs with no content information, as in the case of collaborative filtering. In this case, the recommender model training cannot be easily generalize to all users and items. Semi-Supervised Learning Another related research area is semisupervised learning [4, 43] . Unlike the teacher-student model learning paradigm in knowledge distillation and in our work, semisupervised learning usually trains a single model and utilizes weaklabeled or unlabeled data as well as the labeled data to gain a better performance. Several works in information retrieval followed this direction, using weak-labeled or unlabeled data to construct test collections [2] , to provide extra features [11] and labels [10] for ranking model training. The basic idea of ranking distillation and semi-supervised learning is similar as they both utilize unlabeled data while with different purpose. Transfer Learning for Recommender System Transfer learning has been widely used in the field of recommender systems [5, 12] . These methods mainly focus on how to transfer knowledge (e.g., user rating patterns) from a source domain (e.g., movies) to a target domain (e.g., musics) for improving the recommendation performance. If we consider the student as a target model and the teacher as a source model, our teacher-student learning can be seen as a special transfer learning. However, unlike transfer learning, our teacher-student learning does not require two domains because the teacher and student models are learned from the same domain. Having a compact student model to enhance online inference efficiency is another purpose of our teacher-student learning.
CONCLUSION
The proposed ranking distillation enables generating compact ranking models for better online inference efficiency without scarifying the ranking performance. The idea is training a teacher model with more parameters to teach a student model with fewer parameters to rank unlabeled documents. While the student model is compact, its training benefits from the extra supervision of the teacher, in addition to the usual ground truth from the training data, making the student model comparable with the teacher model in the ranking performance. This paper focused on several key issues of ranking distillation, i.e., the problem formulation, the representation of teacher's supervision, and the balance between the trust on the training data and the trust on the teacher, and presented our solutions. The evaluation on real data sets supported our claims.
